POSTSCRIPT
issued in the afternoon, that their President, Emil Hacha, had.
gone with his Foreign Minister, Franz Chvalkovsky, to see Hitler
in Berlin.
I watched, from my vantage post, the crowds tearing the wet
sheets from the hands of the newsvendors. They ran their eyes
over the news, discussed it with each other for a few moments,
and resumed their strolling.
But on this Tuesday evening their stroll was interrupted. From
my window I was able to see just how 'bloody Czech terrorism' is
manufactured by the shrieking German propaganda-machine.
Suddenly, among the strolling crowds, appeared those young
Nazis, in groups often or twelve. I saw them, moving along with
the rest, just like any other Pragers taking their evening walk.
Suddenly, I saw one of them knock a, man's hat off. The man
looked round, bewildered, not sure whether the thing was an
accident or an affront. He opened his mouth to expostulate, and
was smacked in the face. Immediately he hit back; immediately
the ten were all round him, piling blows on him. Another instant,
and they had vanished into the crowd, leaving a flabbergasted
Prager to complain to a policeman. The policeman listened non-
committally, shrugged his shoulders, moved away. The police
had been told at all costs to avoid any kind of friction with the
Germans which could be used by the German Press to bolster up
stories about 'Czech terrorism'. All over the Wenceslas Platz I
saw similar groups of struggling, shouting, gesticulating men,
liftle groups that formed and dissolved, formed and dissolved.
After half an hour, the Germans vanished like driven snow. They
had carried out their orders.
Prague is a city of a million people. It contains a few thousand
Germans. For the first time I saw, in Prague, the terrorism of the
million by the few thousand. You can do so much when you have
behind you a Reich of eighty millions with the greatest army and
air force in the world.
In the hotel, in contrast to the city outside, the atmosphere was
insupportable. The residents, other than myself, were almost
exclusively Jews, many of them Jews from Slovakia, who had fled
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